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Debate about broad questions like 'ls Logo useful for children?' should give way to detailed
consideration of teaching approaches or strategies. The language is the medium, but may be used to
support a variety of teaching strategies and thus a variety of educational goals. The value of any
strategy should be evaluated in terms of its effectiveness in promoting worthwhile educationalgoals. To
emphasise the diversity of possible strategies we propose a classification of thern in terms of a top-down
(TD) - bottom-up (BU) dimension and a free-structured dimension. The positions of some well-
known curriculums on these dimensions are identified. We report some experimentalwork comparing
TD and BU approaches to the learning of Prolog by Grade 5 and 6 children. Final testing of Prolog
ability showed that TD children generally performed better than BU children, even on some items
expected to favour BU children. It was concluded that, while TD and BU approaches might ideally be

combined, a sustained TD approach is surprisingly eff.ective. More generally, the results illustrate the
importance of careful choice and evaluation of teaching strategy.

Should Logo be used in the classroom? Is

Prolog useful in education? We contend
that these are the wrong questions. Strong
claims have been made about the value of
working with artificial intelligence (AI)

languages for children's intellectual growth.
But a language is only a medium: any
educational use requires a choice of

strategy for teaching and learning with the

language. Characteristics of the medium
do matter, but choosing the strategy and
designing the educational activities to be

presented to the child are the really vitdl
things.

In other words, asking 'What are the

cognitive effects of using Logo?' is much
too broad. We must recognise that a dozen
quite different Logo-based things we could
suggest for children could lead to a dozen
quite different cognitive outcomes.

Our aim in this paper is to discuss the

choice of educational strategy, and then to
present some preliminary evidence

relevant to choosing between top-down

and bottom-up strategies when working
with Prolog.

It is worth noting that talking about
'teaching strategies' does not presuppose a

prescriptive approach to curriculum. Even

currently-fashionable unstructured, laissez-

faire approaches, which emphasise fuee

exploration by the child, make implicit
choices of teaching strategy in the range of
possible activities made available to the

learner.

CLASSIFICATION OF TEACHING
APPROACHES
One useful way to classify approaches is

along a dimension from top-down (TD) to
bottom-up (BU) . The child in a TD
environment is presented with whole
programs, which are run as simulations, or
used as sources of information, or in some
other way employed as educational tools.

By contrast the child presented with a BU
strategy learns to write the language, with
an emphasis on constructing and

debugging programs, and building models

of things of interest" Intermediate positions
are of course possible, or TD and BU
approaches may be combined, or children
may start with one then later move to the
other.

Another relevant dimension of
classification refers to the extent that
structure is imposed on a child's work. At
one extreme the child is left free to work in
a trial-and-error way, perhaps with other
children or a teacher or printed sources
available for help if and when requested.
At the other extreme the child is expected
to follow directions given by the computer,
as in much CAI, or to progress through a

worksheet in a line-by-line way, with
necessary information provided as

required and all activities specified in detail.
Once again intermediate positions,

combinations or shifts from one to the
other are possible.

The TD-BU dimension and the free-
structured dimension are quite distinct.
Any combination of positions on the two
dimensions may be adopted.
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Traditional roots of these
classifications
The two proposed dimensions have strong
roots in education. TD-BU relates to the
ancient question of analysis or synthesis. In
English literature, do the learners dissect a
Shakespearian sonnet (TD), or write their
own poems (BU)? In biology, iS the
approach that of the ecologist (TD) , or the
taxonomist (BU)?

The debate as to how children can best

be helped to learn to read is more than two
thousand years old (Mathews, L976). A
fundamental question is the relative value
of emphasising the meaningfulness of the
whole text (TD), or of explicit teaching of
the rules of shape-sound coding (BU) .

Educational practice has over the centuries
swung back and forth as one or other of
these approaches has come into fashion.
The TD-BU dimension is a useful way to
classify the great variety of views as to how
the teaching of reading should be
organised.

The free-structured dimension also is not
new. The English teacher adopting the TD,
analyse-the-sonnet approach must still

choose whether to spark free discussion
and let it range, or to use a textbook giving
a detailed framework for criticism.
Sirnilarly, if BU, write-your-own is the
preferred activity, a choice must still be

made between trial and error, and use of
guidelines for beginning poets.

Every textbook writer and curriculum
designer inevitably makes TD-BU and free-
structured choices, even if not consciously
and explicitly. Shifts in teaching practice

can be interpreted in terms of these two
dimensions. For example, the traditional
approach to teaching history used

structured learning activities based on a

textbook giving overviews of events and
societies: a more or less TD, structured
strategy. By contrast, many teachers now
have students explore source materials and
work towards their own conclusions: a
more or less BU, free strategy.

Teaching approaches in educational
computing
Given this two-dimensional view of
teaching strategies, where do approaches
already taken in educational computing fit?

Papert's (1980) infiuential advocacy of
the use of Logo by children emphasised
free, child-initiated explofation, and also
the construction of procedures and
programs. His approach may thereforebe
regarded as towards the BU-free corner of
possibilities, ds is shown by the label
'Papert' in Figure 1.

In Edinburgh, the other main early Logo
project provided children with worksheets
and also with some pre-written Logo
procedures, to be used as building blocks
or tools (Howe et al., L982). This work
may thus be loosely labelled as around the
middle on the TD-BU dimension and on
the structured side of centre on the free-
structured dimension, as is shown by the
label 'Edinburgh' in Figure 1.
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Most of the plethora of introductory
Logo books take a BU and more-or-less
structured approach. The early and
successful book by McDougall, Adams and
Adams (19821 deliberately started with
procedures, so is less BU than most. More
recently, Clarke and Chambers (1935)
suggested some TD possibilities by
including with their book a disk of pre-
written procedures and programs,
although their initial approach remained
basically BU. Each of these Australian
books adopted what may turn out to be the
most effective strategy for the free-
skuctured dimension: they at first provide a
great deal of direction and structure, but
later encourage exploration and projects.

Free,
unstructured

Prescriptive,
structured

Figure 1. A tentatiue positioning of some
educational computing curriculums. TD and BIJ
refer to the two treatment conditions in the
Prolog experiment reported fn fhis paper. C & C
refers to Clarke & Charnbers (7985) and McD
refers to McDougall et al. (1952) . Further
explanafion is giuen in the text.

Turning to Prolog, the pioneering work
of Ennals (1983) presented micro-Prolog
to children in a BU way. Nichol and
colleagues (Dean, Briggs & Nichol, 1985) ,

however, used Prolog to implement
programs and tools for educational use,
and so took a more TD approach. The
position of these projects on the free-
structured dimension is not fully clear from
published accounts, although Ennals' book
does give structured exercises. It is likely
that both these Prolog projects used
activities representing a variety of points
along this dimension; see the 'Nichol' and
'Ennals' labels in Figure 1.

Two cautions need to be made about
Figure 1. First, the positioning of even a
homogeneous curriculum is likely to be
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arguable; the authors included in the
Figure may well feel they have been
wrongly placed. Second, most real
curriculums, including those shown , are
not single points on the diagram, but,
rather, large or small blobs. Moreover,
some may be best shown as several
separate blobs, or as starting in one place
and moving to another.

CHOOSING A TEACHING
APPROACH
Right across education, fashion is often a
stronger influence on choice of teaching
approach than is empirical evidence of
effectiveness. The teaching of reading,
mentioned above, provides a striking
example. The experimental evidence on
learning to read arguably favours having at
least a strong component of BU, whereas
fashion and much practice in the
schools denigrates BU and adopts TD
whole-heartedly. In educational
computing , even if we recognise the need
to choose a teaching strategy deliberately,
will we be able to take guidance more from
experimental findings than from fashion?

To date much of the polemic about
teaching strategy in educational ccmputing
has been strongly value-laden, especially in
the Logo world. Following Papert, free is

often advocated as necessarily and
obviously more desirable than structured.
Partly this stance is a healthy affirmation of
individual free choice, partly and
understandable reaction to the worst

rigidities of drill-and-practice CAI. But it
may also be partly u rationalisation in the
face of the great difficulty of writing good
structured materials. One danger of a
laissez-faire approach is that it may leave
many learners with poor mental models of
the system and language they are using;
another is that less able students may be
especially poorly served. Teachers and
curriculum developers must not be
permitted to renege on their responsibilities
merely in the fashionable name of
encouraging fuee exploration.

BU approaches have so far
predominated over TD, to some extent
because of hardware limitations, and again
partly because developing good TD
programs and materials is difficult. TD has
occasionally been advocated as inherently
more desirable, but here, just as with the
free-structured dimension, choice of
teaching strategy for sorne educational
purpose should be based on experimental
evaluation.

On what basis to choose?
The choice of a teaching approach often
simply reflects the preference of the
teacher, textbook author, or curriculum
designer. In a recent interview Papert
(1986) was quoted as referring to teachers
'whose natural inclination is to be rigid and
centralised and domineering and
others whose natural inclination is to be
exploratory and open and learn in an open
fashion'. His language is highly value-

-TD

- - -Nichol-

- Edinburgh -

-C&C

-McD

- - -Ennals-

Papert - -BU
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laden, but he recognises the power of
teacher style and preference: he went on to
advise that we should avoid wholesale
attempts to make drastic changes to
individual teachers' preferred ways of
doing things.

The second and most compelling reason
for choosing a particular teaching approacl-r

rnust surely be that it has been found
effective for the educational goals of
interest. Different goals may of course call
for different approaches. So the broad
question 'How should I use Logo?' needs
to be made more specific by the
nomination of the teacher's aims.Or,
turning the proposition around, if some
particular Logo-based curriculum is under
consideration, it is necessary to describe in
detail its educational consequences:
promoting these is the goal for which this

curriculum may be useful.

Our advocacy of experimental
evaluation carries no bias towards
structured approaches. Assessing the
outcome of free, exploratory computer use

may be challenging, but can and must be

done if such approaches are to be justified.

The third consideration is choosing a
teaching approach is sufficiently distinct
and important to warrant a subheading of
its own.

Individual learner characteristics
The identification of useful aptitude-
treatment interactions (ATIs) in education
has been a long-cherished hope. The idea
is that if learners can be classified in terms
of learning style - or some other relevant
dimension then teaching approaches
could be tailored to individual learners and
learning could be more efficient. Auditory
or visual mode, conceptual or factual
orientation, holist or detailed presentation

of material: these are just some of the
many dimensions suggested as possibly

valuable ways to individualise teaching.

Cronbach and Snow (7977) reviewed a
vast amount of experimental work on ATIs
and come to the depressing conclusion
that, while the idea remains attractive,
virtually no clearly valuable ATI has yet
been identified.

The computer provides two reasons for
renewed interest in ATIs. Its ability to
support individualised learning means that
any ATI that can be found should be able

to be readily exploited. In addition, the
computer used as a research tool in
educational computing offers a new way to

search for and study potential ATIs. In
particular, the use of AI ideas and

techniques in developing computer-based
learning activities promises a very powerful
rnedium for identifying and then exploiting
ATIs.

Pask (797 6) reported promising work on
at ATI. He classified learners as 'holists' or
'serialists'. Holists focussed on the
overview, the integrated picture, whereas
serialists tended to think in terms of the
parts; there is an obvious parallel with TD
and BU. Pask presented evidence
suggesting that students of each type learn

better if presented with materials organised
to match their preferred style.

Even if such cognitive styles can be firmly
established, it remains an open question to
what extent they are inherent
characteristics and to what extent they may
have been produced by, and may be

modified by, education.

1985 PROLOG WORK
The general aims of our project are (i) to
develop materials and practices that seem
practically effectlve in the classroom, and
(ii) to assess what cognitive and
educational outcomes result from their use.

We work at a primary school in an

industrial suburb; the school has a network
of Microbee computers and children work
two to a machine. The language is micro-
Prolog 3.1 from Logic Programming
Associates. In pilot work in 1984 we used

the Simple front end, ?s used in Ennals
(1983) . We experimented with TD, BU
and'middle-out' teaching approaches with
three different Grade 6 classes; we found
that these different teaching approaches
can be maintained, and that they seem to
have different strengths and weaknesses
(Cumming & Richardson, 1984) .

We identified some problems with
Simple for use with children (Cumming,
1985) . In our subsequent work we have
used the Mitsi front end (Briggs , 19841 ,

which seemed to meet our needs better
than Simple. We have expanded the
capabilities of Mitsi considerably.

The chief aim of our 1985 work, which is
reported in this paper, was to compare the
effects of using distinctively BU and TD
approaches with separate classes. A more

comprehensive account is given in
Cumming and Abbott (1986) .

Experimental procedure
One grade 5 (18 girls, 22 boVs) and one
grade 6 (1 1 girls ,, 79 boys) saw a BU
approach for the whole year. The other
grade 5 (19 girls, 21 boys) and the other
grade 6 (1 1 girls , 20 boys) saw a TD

program of work. The mean age in June of
grade 5 children was 10 years 5 months
and of grade 6 children was 11 years 5
months. At each grade level the two classes

did not differ in mean age. They also did
not differ on Ravens non-verbal IQ scores.

We prepared worksheets a separate
set for each teaching approach that
started in a structured, directive style but
later, where possible, encouraged open-
ended extension. We hoped in this way
that all children would master the kernel of
each activity, while more able children
would always have worthwhile things to
do. We hoped also to provide steadily
increasing scope for all children to exercise

choice.

Each class had two 4S-minute Prolog
sessions in the computer room each week
from the start of June to early December; a

small and variable amount of Prolog-
related work was undertaken in the home
classroom. The children had had only a
little previous computer experience, mainly
keyboarding. The two grade 6 teachers
had each had some Prolog experience in
7984; the two grade 5 teachers were new
to computers.

All computer classes were taken by the
class teacher. The curriculum developer
(the second author) was also present, and
often an additional senior teacher. The
class teacher introduced new worksheets
and new concepts at the blackboard, but
most time was spent by the children
working through worksheets, with all staff
present giving help to pairs of children as

required.

Worksheetsl BU
These first introduced the basic concepts of
a computer language, the form of a Mitsi
sentence, and how to enter sentences to
make a program. A database of
information about the children was started,
then came formulating and entering
queries, including the use of variables.

Pairs chose a topic , e.g. , food or sport, and
built a small database, then used this for
querying. 'And' was introduced and used
in queries. Further small databases were
built and used, some in a game context
e . g. battleships. Towards the end, rules
were introduced, then rules with both 'if'
and 'and', then the very natural Mitsi '*hy'.
Finally, lists appeared briefly.

The BU emphasis was on formulating
and entering information, then querying, A
wide range of topic areas was used.
Children regularly created, listed, saved
and loaded their programs.
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Worksheets: TD
After some orientation to computer
language, TD children started with the
famous murder mystery program (Ennals,

1983) , the emphasis being on querying.
They then worked with a series of pre-
written programs ranging from word
puzzles to a map of the universe to the
classification of fruit. They learned to use
'and' in queries, then '*hy', which
revealed rules and something of the
innards of programs. But TD children
never saw a program listed. At the end
they worked briefly with adding new
sentences to a program.

The arithmetic relations were never
used; all activities for both BU and TD were
language-based.

Testing
In December all children received a battery
of tests including two tests of Prolog ability,
the results of which will be reported below.

Prolog-W
This was a written test of Prolog knowledge
in 5 sections. The test was designed so that
all children had covered the skills needed
to answer all items, but that BU and TD
experience would be likely to give
differential performance. Table 1

summarises the nature of the questions in
each section, and the prior expectations
about relative performance.

Prolog-C
This was a test done by children working
individually for the first time at the
computer. There were two sections, timed
separately, one with a TD bias, the other
with a BU bias, although once again all

children had encountered all that was
necessary to do each section.

Experimental results
The mean percentage marks given in Table
1 show that the tests were found hard.
Contributory reasons for this may have
been the strangeness of the individual
working required for the test, that we
aimed for quite long sections so as to
spread out the better students, and our
stringent marking criteria. Even so, the
general performance level was only
moderate. Individual differences were
large.

The most striking finding is that, on 6 of
7 measures, TD children outperformed
BU. In sections 1 and 4 of the written test,

differences were small and not significant;
in section 2, TD did clearly and significantly
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Section
of test

Nature
of task

Expect Mean Mark
TD oT BU TD BU

PROLOG.W
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

PROLOG.C
1.

2.

Identify syntax errors in Prolog
queries.

Translate queries in English into Prolog.

A short Prolog program is listed. Child must
answer queries about it as Prolog would.

A record of a query and answer session with
a program is given. Child answers questions
about the interaction and the program.

Given short paragraph in English, write a
program incorporating the information.

Query a puzzle program to fill in shapes on
a grid.

Build a program incorporating information
given in a paragraph.

Same, or
slight TD

TD?

BU

Same, or
slight TD

BU

TD

BU

47 42

54 27

42 32

39 38

32

38 44

Table 7. Summory of the written (PROLOG-W) and ot-computer (PROLOG-C) Prolog tests, the
expected differentiol performance, ond the results. Meon mork is in percent.

better (p < .001 by two-tailed t-test; results

below use this same test) , even though the
task - formulating queries - was one in
which BU children had had considerable
experlence. In section 5 the task was

clearly BU, but there was a floor effect;
performance was very low, and the
differen ce - actually favouring TD - not
significant. The most striking result was that
in section 3, which was expected to favour
BU, the TD children did moderately and
significantly better (p:.005) , even
though they had never seen a program
listed before.

In the at-computer test the differences
went in the predicted directions, but that
favouring TD was very large and significant
(p < .001) , whereas the small difference in
favour of BU did not reach significance.

Patterns and sizes of BU-TD differences
were very similar if the grade 5 and 6 data
were examined separately. Overall grade 6

was, not surprisingly, better on all 7

measures than grade 5.

Discussion
The reaction of the children was positive.
The teachers becam e keen advocates: they
explained their support for Prolog in terms
of its wide usefulness across the
curriculuffi, and its fostering of general

skills. These general skills were described
variously, but the main emphasis was on
reasoning:'mental gymnastics','logical
thinking'; on information skills: finding,
sLtmmarising, thinking about and
presenting information; and on the ability
to work independently and co-operatively.

All teachers claimed that their children
showed marked improvement in reading
directions, persisting at an assigned task

and generally taking initiative in their work;
they claimed these improvements were
clearly seen in the regular classroom, and
they consid ered them the most important
outcome of the computer work. Changes
may of course have resulted from the
worksheet approach, the concerted
working in pairs, or even from using
computers, rather than specifically from the
use of Prolog. Our experiment was not
designed to evaluate Prolog use in
comparison with some control curriculuffi,
but even so, the very positive response we
observed is encouraging.

Asked to nominate their ideal Prolog
curriculuffi, all the teachers proposed some
mixture of TD and BU approaches,
explaining that each had its educational
value and that all children should work
with both.

Our hope in choosing the experimental
design comparing TD and BU was that we
might be able to identify some cognitive
differences, attributable to the difference in
teaching approach, that went beyond
Prolog skills. We used a variety of tests,
and interviews with some of the more
verbal children , to explore this possibility,
but without success. Thirty hours over six
months may be too small an experience to
produce differential changes in general
cognitive abilities. In addition , one of our
tests sought to identify cognitive style, and
this may be more akin to a personality
characteristic than the outcome of



education, as was mentioned earlier in
connection wlth the work of Pask (L97 6) .

We are currently investigating cognitive
style further.

The absence of differences on our
general cognitive tests means that our
conclusions about the differential outcome
of our TD and BU approaches ale at this
stage restricted to Prolog skills.

Considering the free-structured
dimension, we had hoped, by using
extensible worksheets, highly structured at
first then more open-ended, to have pairs
progressing at their own rates. This
happened only to a limited extent, partly
because the teachers were reluctant to let
go of a directed, whole-class way of
working, especially at first, and partly
because we did not develop the open-
ended and optional-extras aspect of the
worksheets sufficiently. But the strategy
ren-lains promising. Our two approaches
may thus be represented by the 'TD' and
'BU' labels shown in Figure 1.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We argue that, beyond choice of a

language to be the medium, teaching
strategy is vital. Evaluating the effectiveness
of the strategy in relation to some specific
educational goals should be a prime
concern in educational computing.
Questions such as 'ls Prolog valuable for
chilren?' are of less interest because they
are too broad.

To emphasise the diversity of possible
teaching approaches and to help orderly
consideration of them we identify two
dimensions along which they vary. These
are the TD-BU and the free-structured
dimensions; further dimensions mav be

found necessary for a comprehensive
description of possible teaching strategies.

In our own 1985 work we compared TD
and BU approaches to children's learning
of Prolog. Our chief finding was that TD
children did better than BU children on the
Prolog tests, both overall and, surprisingly,
on some items expected to suit BU
children. The TD and BU classes received
broadly comparable amounts of Prolog
experience and teacher effort. We cannot
rule out the possibility that differences in
teacher effectiveness may account for the
result, although our extensive experience
in all the Prolog classes leads us to doubt
the possibility strongly. It is worth noting
that a similar TD-BU differ ence was shown
at both grade levels.

If we accept tentatively that the better
performance is the result of our TD
activities being more effective than our BU
activities, then the question of the
generality of a TD advantage becomes of
prime interest. If TD experience does lead
to better learning even of syntactic details
of a language, possibly by fostering
integration with a richer mental model of
the system, then our current
predominantly BU approach to introducing
AI languages to children will have to be
questioned. Besides that, our results
emphasise the importance of the choice
and evaluation of teaching strategy.
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